Machine Information Form
Machine Type:

Press Brake

Machine Photo

Industry:

Metal Forming & Fabrication

Manufacturer:

Toyokoki

Model:

HYB-125

Counting:

Yes

Cycles Input Source:

Ram Down Relay

Run/IdleInput Source:

N/A

Scrap Input Source:

N/O Momentary Switch

Setup Input Source:

N/A

Inhibit Connected to:

Down Foot Pedal Circuit

Additional Notes:
Input Wiring
-Cycle SW: For the cycle input, locate the Ram Down relay coil in the press brake’s control cabinet. Wire this signal (usually 24 VDC)
to the coil of a 24 VDC “isolation” relay (Note: The machine Ram Down relay coil voltage may vary from machine to machine,
therefore choose a relay with the correct voltage rating and preferably one with bifurcated contacts) then connect one side of the
relay’s normally open contacts to TB 2 pin 5 (24 VDC) and the other side into the SMI 2 Cycle input (TB 2 pin 1).
-Scrap: For the scrap input, install a normally open momentary reset switch on the bottom of the SMI 2 enclosure. Then wire one
side of the switch to TB 2 pin 5 (24 VDC) and the other side to the Scrap input TB 2 pin 3. Also, in the SMI Admin menu, Input Status
Lines, enable the “Scrap Sense Input” and “Decrement On Scrap” to “Yes”.
-Machine Inhibit: To inhibit the machine, interrupt or break the Down foot pedal circuit by wiring it across the SMI 2 Inhibit relay dry
contacts (TB 5 pins 4&5)
-Programming/Configuration: An entry field found in the Multipliers menu allows the operator to enter the number of steps or bends it
takes to complete a part called “Operations/Cycle”. This value can be manually changed or sent to the SMI 2 from SFC based on the
part that is being made. The “Total Parts” count shown on the SMI’s main menu color bar not only displays the parts count but also
the programmed number of operations and the number of operations completed. If a bad bend is made before the last operation is
complete, the Scrap/Reset switch needs to be pressed which resets the operations back to 0, adds 1 to the scrap count but does not
increment the part count. Alternately, if the last operation is reached but the bend is bad resulting in a scrap part, pressing the
Scrap/Reset button adds 1 to the scrap count and decrements the good part count by 1. This way the operator can always keep a
running count of good parts and scrap parts. Other settings of interest: The Production idle timer should be set to the number of
seconds allowed between strokes before SFC reports the machine as idle.
Notice: The information contained in this data sheet describes how we were able to obtain the required signals for this particular
machine. Each machine is different in design and it may be necessary to contact your machine manufacturer for help obtaining the
right signals. You can also contact our tech support group at 800-586-8324 option 3 for assistance.
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